Computational Thermodynamics An overview

Computational Thermodynamics What is it?
-Name created by Bo Sundman in order to label KTH department where Kinetic and Thermodynamic databases for technical materials were being created using CALPHAD.
-Nowadays the term is used in a generalized way, even when CALPHAD is not used.
The big advantage is that the label, now incorporates, for example, enthalpies of formation calculated by theoretical physicists using Density Functional Theory . Even if the objective is not to use the results in CALPHAD databases, the contribution for CALPHAD is done.
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Computational Thermodynamics What is it CALPHAD?
It is not a software! It is a method! Gibbs energies for all the stable phases of a sytems are described by parametric models. These parameters are obtained in such a way that the Gibbs energy and its derivatives reproduce the experimental corresponding value at its best. Computational Thermodynamics The CALPHAD method.
When this is done, by
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Computational Thermodynamics
The CALPHAD method.
1-Needs Gibbs enegy databases.
2-Needs a Gibbs energy minimizer.
Only to say CALPHAD is not enough, one shoud say which database is used! And they are several, even for the same material!! Minimizers are also several, and if the use the same database, the calculate results should be the same...
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Computational Thermodynamics For what?
Even in the case one has a good Gibbs energy database, one still dont have the very relevant feature of materials properties: the microstructure A microstructure patern is not like a state variable. It depends on the processes! Then simulations are necessary. Phase Field is a powerful method They are more realistic if they have some realistic information to where the whole system evolutes.
To know the equilibrium thermodynamics is them a part of that simulations. 
Computational Thermodynamics Microstructure related quantities
